
 
 Am Max by Astrid Holm  

(Babies to 3 years) 
Grow your heart three sizes and 
get in on all of the Grinch-mas 

cheer with this board book based 
on the original How the Grinch Stole Christmas, 

featuring everyone's favorite dog-turned-
reindeer, Max!  

 

 
Danny the digger saves Christmas by Aja Mulford 

(3-5 years) 
Discover the heartwarming story of Danny, a 

young mini excavator struggling to find his place in 
the busy winter city construction site, who is about 

to get the most important job of all—saving 
Christmas. 

 

 

 
Penguin in Love by Salina Yoon 

(Babies to 5 years) 
Penguin unravels a mystery that 
leads him to discover the biggest 

adventure of his life! 

 
Maya Was Grumpy by Courtney Pippin-Mathur  
(Kindergarten-2 years) 
Maya doesn't know why she's grumpy. She's just in 
a cranky, grumpy, grouchy mood. Luckily, Gramma 
isn't ruffled by Maya's mood. She reminds Maya of 
all the fun things she might miss out on because of 

her grumpiness. Will Gramma's silly suggestions coax Maya out 
of her miserable mood?  

  

Ada Twist and the perilous pants 

by Andrea Beaty  
(6-9 years) 

"When Rosie Revere's Uncle Ned 

gets a little carried away wearing his famous 

helium pants, it's up to Ada and friends to chase 

him down. As Uncle Ned floats farther and 

farther away, Ada starts asking lots of questions: 

How high can a balloon float? What other 

questions can there be.  

 

 
Rumple Buttercup : a story of bananas, 
belonging, and being yourself by Matthew Gray 
Gubler 
(3-7 years) 
"Rumple Buttercup has 5 crooked teeth, 3 strands 
of hair, green skin, and his left foot is slightly 

bigger than his right. He is weird. Join him and Candy Corn Carl 
(his imaginary friend made of trash) as they learn the joy of 
individuality as well as the magic of belonging." 

 
If I Built a School by Chris Van 

Dusen 
(5-8 years) 

Imaginative Jack describes the kind 
of school he would build--one full 
of animals, with tubes to transport 

students directly to their 
classrooms, and library books that come alive. 

  

 
Max at the Seashore by Kate and Liz Pope 

(2-4 years) 
"Max is going to the seashore for the first time, 

and he is very excited. But the waves are too 
noisy and he doesn't like the sand between his 

toes! Can Molly help Max relax?" 

Penguin and Pinecone a 
Friendship Book by Salina Yoon 
(Babies – 5 years)  
When curious little Penguin finds 
a lost pinecone in the snow, their 
friendship grows into something 

extraordinary! 

Off to See the Sea by Nikki Grimes  
(4- 8 years) 
Bath time is full of magic. 

The faucet flows like a waterfall, the bathroom 
floor is a distant shore, toy boats sail against the 

waves. An imagination-fueled adventure on the high seas is just 
what it takes to get little one clean. 
 

 


